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During the 1990s,  "ordinary" Germans regu‐
larly took center stage in the academic discourse
about the Nazi past. Christopher Browning's "ordi‐
nary men" and Daniel J. Goldhagen's "willing exe‐
cutioners" were not all fanatical members of the
National  Socialist  Party,  as  many  agents  of  the
Holocaust had previously been portrayed: many
were "ganz normale Deutschen." Popular memory
also  underwent  an  apparent  shift  during  this
time, particularly in Germany, with a new focus
on "ordinary" perpetrators. The infamous travel‐
ing exhibit, "War of Extermination: Crimes of the
Wehrmacht  1941-1944,"  better  known  as  the
Wehrmachtausstellung,  which  opened  in  1995,
played a crucial role in this transformation. The
exhibit aimed to destroy the myth of the "clean"
Wehrmacht, whose members acted with decency
and honor, even on the Eastern Front. "Normal"
soldiers,  the exhibit  proclaimed to nearly a mil‐
lion visitors as it traveled through Germany and
Austria, had also participated in the Holocaust.[1] 

In  Vom  Verschwinden  der  Täter,  the  ever-
polemical Hannes Heer, one of the creators of the
exhibit, returns to what he views as a pivotal mo‐

ment in the process of coming to terms with the
Third Reich. The story of this exhibit is, of course,
well  known.  Created by  the  Hamburger  Institut
für Sozialforschung,  it  sparked controversy and,
on  occasion,  riots,  wherever  it  opened.  The
Wehrmachtausstellung depended largely  on vis‐
ual evidence to drive its message home. It includ‐
ed approximately 1400 photographs of shootings,
hangings, and other atrocities carried out in the
former Yugoslavia and the former Soviet Union.
Many  of  the  photographs  were  taken  by  the
Landser themselves, almost  as  "souvenirs"  of
their war experiences. At the time, one journalist
wrote:  "The  photographs  prove  [it],  normal
Wehrmacht  soldiers  were  involved."[2]  But  for
critics  of  the  exhibit,  the  photographs  did  not
prove anything quite so definitely. 

In 1999, the exhibit was closed down tempo‐
rarily after historians like Bogdan Musial claimed
that some of the photographs had been falsely at‐
tributed to the Wehrmacht. A commission of his‐
torians, while confirming the fundamental thesis
of the display, discovered that 20 of the 1400 pho‐
tographs depicted Soviet crimes, that is, murders



by NKVD, rather than the acts of German soldiers.
The director of the Institute, Jan Philipp Reemts‐
ma, then closed down the exhibit for good, quick‐
ly  parted  company  with  Heer,  and,  eventually,
opened a fundamentally revised version of the ex‐
hibit entitled "Crimes of the Wehrmacht: Aspects
of the War of Extermination 1941-1944." 

Heer sees this revised Wehrmachtausstellung
as  symptomatic  of  Germany's  shifting  memory
culture,  the  subject  of  Vom  Verschwinden  der
Täter. In Germany today, Heer argues, the memo‐
ry of  the Third Reich coalesces  more and more
around the idea of Germans as victims, particular‐
ly of the Allied bombings, rather than Germans as
the agents of genocide.[3] The perpetrators them‐
selves have disappeared from the story. In their
place, we have, his subtitle suggests, a war of ex‐
termination in which no one actually took part. 

In  eight  chapters,  Heer  angrily  denounces
several recent (and some not so recent) attempts
to erase or reinterpret the Nazi past. Heer opens
his  book  by  looking  at  the  second Wehrmach‐
tausstellung,  greeted by newspaper headlines as
"more context,  less  emotion" and "the return of
the text" (p. 12). The number of photographs had
indeed been reduced; the new exhibit contained
only half as many as the original exhibit.  More‐
over, instead of snapshots taken by "ordinary" sol‐
diers,  formal  portraits  of  Wehrmacht  generals
now  predominated.  Clues  about  the  supposed
mentality of the perpetrators, foregrounded in the
first exhibit by way of diary entries, letters, mem‐
oirs, popular novels, etc, were also missing.[4] 

The rest of the book catalogues further exam‐
ples  of  how the Nazi  past  has  been blurred,  its
tracks  covered  up  ("verwischen  der  Spuren").
Chapter  2  examines  the  destruction  of  archival
records by the Wehrmacht itself. Chapters 3 and 4
take up a prevalent theme of the first exhibit, the
mentality  of  the  perpetrators.  They  look  at  the
wartime diary of a soldier, several Feldpostbriefe,
and  the  memoirs  of  Ernst  Jünger,  among  other
sources. Chapter 5 focuses on the censorship of,

and  publishers'  alterations  to,  novels about  the
war by Heinrich Böll and Erich Maria Remarque.
It ends with Peter Bamm's novel, Der unsichtbare
Flagge,  which  upheld  the  myth  of  the  clean
Wehrmacht.  Somewhat jarringly, Chapter 6 then
returns  to  the  original  Wehrmachtausstellung,
discussing  visitors'  comments  and  a  film  about
spectators'  responses.  Chapter  7  is  an attack on
Bogdan Musial, one of the most vociferous critics
of the original  exhibit.  Heer denounces Musial's
scholarship and exposes his antisemitism (see p.
269), noting that Musial goes so far as to question
the singularity of the Holocaust and the responsi‐
bility of the Germans for it (p. 273). 

Chapter 8 jumps to the German bestseller Der
Brand by Jörg Friedrich, a history of Germany un‐
der the Allied bombs. Here, the perpetrators are
Churchill,  Harris,  Roosevelt and various Bomber
Groups, British and American (p. 281). Problemat‐
ic  for  Heer  is  Friedrich's  contention  that  the
bombing  sites  were  completely  "innocent,"  that
they had "seemingly no place" in the war of exter‐
mination (p.  283).  Even more disturbing are the
terms Friedrich uses for the bombings: extermi‐
nation and massacre. In short, Heer suggests, as
others also have, that Friedrich equates the bomb‐
ing of Germany with the Holocaust. 

It is indisputable that, in the minds of many
Germans,  the  "crimes"  committed  against them
(as  the  bombings  are  often  stylized)  have  often
overshadowed  those  committed  by them  under
Hitler.  And Heer's  anger  at  this  phenomenon is
certainly palpable throughout Vom Verschwinden
der Täter. But how much of the discourse center‐
ing  on German victimhood is  actually  "new" or
unique to the first years of the twenty-first centu‐
ry?  From  Stunde  Null onwards,  Germans  told
themselves  "war  stories"  that  focused  on  their
own suffering rather than that of  Jews or other
Nazi victims.[5] The idea of the "missing" perpe‐
trators also has precedents. Over a decade ago, for
example,  the House of  the Wannsee Conference
Memorial Center constructed an exhibit critiqued
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as a display of "extermination without the exter‐
minators,"  murder without  the murderers.[6]  In
fact,  most  of  the  events  Heer  describes  predate
the  shift  in  German  memory  culture  that  he
claims  is  currently  taking  place.  What  then  is
specifically  new about  it?  Heer  also  fails  to  ad‐
dress why academic history has remained largely
untouched by this supposed shift. For, as a recent
H-Net review remarks, amongst professional his‐
torians  there  is  now a  "burgeoning  sub-field  of
'perpetrator research.'"[7] 

Even if  we accept  Heer's  view that  popular
memory of the Third Reich today differs qualita‐
tively  from  the  perpetrator-centered  variety  of
the  1990s,  we are  still  left  with  questions  as  to
why that change has happened and why now. Is it
a backlash against the previous focus on the cul‐
pability of the "ordinary" German? Is it connected
to  the  sixtieth  anniversaries  of  events  like  the
bombing of Dresden or the end of the war in Eu‐
rope?  Is  it  merely  symptomatic  of  the  ebb  and
flow of memory itself, which, as Sigmund Freud
reminds us, is "inherently revisionist, an exercise
in  selective  amnesia"?[8]  Heer  provides  few an‐
swers and thus offers few new insights into how
Germans are dealing with the Nazi past.  This is
neither to say that Heer's conclusions are incor‐
rect, nor is it to suggest that emphasizing German
suffering  over  that  of  the  Germans'  victims,  is
somehow justifiable; it is simply to note that we
have heard his refrain many times before. 
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